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RNGDMGATT
2AP - DDT 
(-1AP) 2 -

2AP - CHOP BLOCK 
(-2MP) 1 -

3AP - DIVING SNAKE LARIAT
(KNOCKDOWN) 3 5

SNAKE BITE

WEIGHT 2 THROW 4
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THE FOREST SOUL

1AP - ADVANCED VENOM
Until the end this wrestler’s next activation, the target 
receives 2 Bleeding counters instead of 1 when Diablo 
is used in Snake Bite.

PYTHONGPYTHONGPYTHONGPYTHONGPYTHONG

300K

PYTHONG

DID YOU KNOW? 
Pythong has three snakes that she brings to shows.

The most frequent gues is Diablo, who is a red and 
yellow pattern. Mephistopheles is a plain biege, 

although he’s getting quite old now so doesn’t make 
many public appearances. Finally, Beelzebub is pure 
black. Beelzebub is only brought out when Pythong 

goes to Gomorrah to wrestle, since the snake is pure evil 
and eats souls. The crowd at Gomorrah love him!

SNAKE BITE
Whenever this wrestler successfully attacks an enemy, 
Diablo the snake bites someone!

Pick 1 enemy wrestler in base contact (including 
the original target). That wrestler receives 
1 Bleeding counter.
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GRPGRPGRPGRPGRPGRP

DEXDEXDEXDEXDEXDEX

RNGDMGATT

3AP - DIVING HEADBUTT 4 6

3AP - METEOR DROPKICK
(KNOCKDOWN) (SHOVE 2) 2 5

2AP - SPIT ATTACK 1 3
The target wrestler rolls their 
DEX instead DEF for this attack.

SKITTER

WEIGHT 1 THROW 2

54
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THE FOREST SOUL

SKITTER

1AP - ACID SPIT
This wrestler’s Spit Attack does +2 DMG until the 
end of its next activation.

At the end of the round this wrestler may move 
1 square in any direction.

DID YOU KNOW? 
Dilomite Kid is the first professional 

RUMBLESLAM wrestler to spit acid. In fact, he 
might be the first ever Gekko to do it.

Thanks to a popular movie, it became widely believed 
that Gekkos could spit acid. The Gekko Board of 

Evolutionary Activity denied this for years before 
finally giving in and directing a brood to produce such 

offspring, just to shut everyone up.

275K

DILOMITE KIDDILOMITE KIDDILOMITE KIDDILOMITE KIDDILOMITE KIDDILOMITE KID



    

ATTATTATTATTATTATT

DEFDEFDEFDEFDEFDEF

GRPGRPGRPGRPGRPGRP

DEXDEXDEXDEXDEXDEX

RNGDMGATT
2AP - TRIASSIC CHOKESLAM
(KNOCKDOWN) 2 -

3AP - GORING HORNS 
(LIFTED) 2 -

3AP - EXTINCTION EVENT 
(DEVASTATING) 4 3

WEIGHT 3 THROW 4

43
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TRIHORNTRIHORNTRIHORNTRIHORNTRIHORNTRIHORN

+1+1+1+1+1+1
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THE FOREST SOUL

TRIHORNTRIHORNTRIHORNTRIHORNTRIHORNTRIHORN
1AP - UNSTOPPABLE FORCE

This wrestler’s Rope Attacks and Abilities gain 
(ROCKET) until the end of its next activation.

350K

DID YOU KNOW? 
Trihorn is one of the most brutal wrestlers in all of 

RUMBLESLAM!

The Forest Soul is known for their relaxing mud baths 
and spas, but also for the brutality of their wrestlers. 
In fact, for a long time, The Feral Den had a lawsuit 
going against the jungle casino, claiming they were 

stealing their gimmick!

One of the key pieces of evidence against The Forest 
Soul was a crystal recording of Trihorn during the 
Slaminox (it takes place every equinox) in which 

he brutally drives his horns through three different 
wrestlers at the same time. The managers of The Forest 
Soul settled the court case and as part of the agreement, 
they promised that they’d try to rein in Trihorn’s more 
aggressive displays - especially on Kids Go Free days.
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